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Introduction 
 

 
In 2006, The Regional Municipalities of York and Durham completed the Schedule C 
Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA), which recommended expanding the 
capacity of the Duffin Creek WPCP from 420 million litres per day (MLD) to 630 MLD 
(PIF 1, May 2011, York Region et al).  In support of this Class EA, a Stage 1 and Stage 2 
Archaeological Assessment (AA) of proposed expansion areas to the Duffins Creek 
WPCP was undertaken by Archeoworks Inc. in 2004.   
 
The Stage 1 AA concluded that, based on the amount of cultural activity within two 
kilometres of the study area, along with the close proximity of Lake Ontario, there 
existed moderate to high potential for the identification of additional precontact and 
historic archaeological sites within the study area boundaries in all undisturbed locations.  
It was, therefore, recommended that a Stage 2 archaeological assessment be undertaken 
prior to construction activities in the following proposed expansion locations:  New 
Headworks Building and Substation: will require a Stage 2 test-pit survey within the  
landscaped grass and herbaceous cover fields; New Pumping Station: will require Stage 2 
test-pitting in open grass field; New Emergency Solids Storage: will require Stage 2 test-
pit survey within area of herbaceous cover; and, Stage 4 Modules: will require further 
Stage 2 test-pitting within herbaceous cover fields, woodlot and rural frontage areas and 
pedestrian survey where open fallow fields can accommodate ploughing (see Figure 1).    
 
A Stage 2 AA of the above listed locations was undertaken in the fall of 2004 (see Figure 
2). The Stage 2 AA resulted in the discovery of two widespread, low-yielding, late-dating 
Euro-Canadian clusters of artefacts were encountered (H1 and H2).  Due to the late 
timeframe and, thus, insignificant nature of these finds, it was recommended that both 
clusters, and the remainder of the study area, be considered clear of further 
archaeological concern. 
 
Review and Assessment of Additional Area 
 

 
The analysis undertaken as part of the Class EA indicated that while the plant could 
efficiently be expanded to 630 MLD, the existing outfall would not meet the Ministry of 
Environment’s effluent dilution requirements when flows approach 560 MLD.  As a 
condition of approval of the Class EA, the Minister of Environment requires the Regions 
to implement a solution for addressing the capacity limitations of the existing outfall at 
Duffin Creek WPCP prior to flows reaching 520 MLD (PIF 1, May 2011, York Region et 
al).   
 
To facilitate the selection of a strategy for addressing the future capacity limitations of 
the existing outfall at Duffin Creek WPCP, Archeoworks Inc. has been asked to comment 
on the archaeological potential of the general outfall area and the need for additional 
Stage 2 investigations.  Figure 3 depicts the general layout of the existing outfall.  
Figure 4 shows the general area where the future outfall shaft and associated 
infrastructure could be located.  
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Figure 1: Proposed Expansion Areas at the Duffins Creek WWTP 
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Figure 2: Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment  
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The subject lands and its immediate surroundings have endured a long land-use history; 
the local area first settled in 1801, where the Danforth Road crossed Duffin’s Creek (Beer 
1877).  The settlement of Duffin’s Creek, which would become Pickering in the late 
1860s, was a way station for military dispatches from Toronto during the War of 1812.  
This village experienced steady growth throughout the nineteenth century and between 
1880 and 1900, Pickering was described as a prospering rural community, with its flour-
mills and other local industries and institutions.  
 
Regarding the WPCP plant itself, including the proposed expansion areas that were 
reviewed in 2004, this land is comprised of part of Lots 15-17, Concessions 2 and 3, in 
the City of Pickering.  A review of the 1877 Illustrated Historical Atlas of Ontario 
County indicates that Lot 15, in both concessions, was inhabited by William Squire, and 
contained a homestead. Lot 16 was inhabited by R. Linton and J. O’Connor, each with 
one associated homestead structure, and Lot 17 was inhabited by J. Gormley Est. with 
two associated structures illustrated in the study area.  Specifically regarding the area of 
the existing outfall, two of the above listed homestead sites are located within 100 metres 
of it location (those formerly located within Lot 17, Concession 2: J. Gormley Est.); the 
location of these features contributing to the potential for encountering historic remains 
associated with each homestead’s former inhabitants. 
 
The closest registered archaeological site to the outfall area is the “Squires Beach Site”.  
This site was a Laurentian Archaic-period aboriginal campsite encountered at an 
unspecific location near the mouth of Duffin’s Creek.  As its coordinates are currently 
unknown, it is possible this site falls within the boundaries of the Duffin Creek WPCP, 
close to the lakeshore.    Further, according to the Ontario Ministry of Tourism and 
Culture’s primer on “Archaeology, Land Use Planning, and Development in Ontario” 
(1998), any undisturbed lands within 300m of a primary water source or within 200m of a 
secondary water source are considered to have a high potential for the presence of 
archaeological or cultural heritage resources. This is because potable water is one of the 
most important factors in human survival; therefore, proximity to water is considered to 
be an excellent indicator of high archaeological site potential.  
 
The outfall drains into a primary water source (Lake Ontario).   As such, the subject 
property is considered to have high potential for the presence of archaeological sites due 
to the proximity of this primary water source.  However, this potential only exists if no 
disturbances (ie: infilling, grading) to the immediate area has occurred.  As it is known 
that backfilling of the former shoreline has occurred in this location, the degree to which 
this backfilling has impacted archaeological resources will need to be confirmed.   
 
Conclusion 
 

 
In conclusion, due to the intensive historical and pre-contact settlement in the area of the 
subject lands, while the lakeshore has experienced modification from backfilling 
activities, the ground conditions of the proposed open cut area of the outfall and where 
the shaft will be constructed (see Figure 4) will need to undergo a Stage 2 assessment, to 
confirm its conditions prior to any construction activities and to ensure there are no 
impacts to archaeological resources.   
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Figure 3: View of Existing Outfall Area (source: CH2M Hill Canada) 
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Figure 4: General area where the future outfall shaft and associated infrastructure could be located
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